MARK RICHARDS INTERVIEW:
TOTAL RECALL 10
MARCH 10, 2019
Disclaimer: Because of the convoluted nature of the case against
Mark and the fact that as a journalist I am not allowed to use a
recording device of any kind, not audio or video during the
interviews. I am forced to rely on a dull pencil to scribble notes
while at the same time asking questions I mainly have to depend
on my memory for reporting what Mark says during our interview.
It is entirely possible for me to get some things wrong or even
just slightly incorrect. However, since my work is heavily
dependent on my ability to retain information in whatever form, I
have, over time, come to find for the most part my memory recall
is surprisingly accurate.
When it comes to any inaccuracies I take full responsibility and
simply ask your understanding of the constraints within which I
work. Lastly, any statements about individuals mentioned here
are based on statements by Mark Richards. Project Camelot is
not responsible for statements made by Mark Richards which are
then quoted below nor for their accuracy. Further research and
sources are available on my site and linked below.
I have asked Mark Richards to write up an overview of the case
as he remembers it to supplement the following. This should also
be very helpful to augment my effort below. Once I receive his
written reports I will include them here.
***
For over 30 years, Captain Mark Richards has been and still is, a
prisoner of the war between on and off planet races that have
dominated Earth for centuries. He is an honorable officer of the
Navy, who because of his rebellion against the Draco and
Reptoids (Luciferian alliance) is considered a threat to their
operations.
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He was framed for a murder he is accused of having
masterminded while he was on a mission off-planet in service to
humanity. He was Captain of a starship enterprise type vessel,
fighting the war against aliens bent on the takeover of Planet
Earth.
I am the only journalist who has interviewed him in person while
he has been in prison.–Kerry Lynn Cassidy, Project Camelot
THE INTERVIEW
After waiting in lines to be processed through the prison
paperwork for an hour and 30 minutes we finally made it into the
prisoner meeting area.
KEY TAKE-AWAYS FROM THIS INTERVIEW:
1.

Mark's and his father's arch enemy was James Jesus
Angleton. This is also true for Kennedy. Angleton was
instrumental in the death of John F. Kennedy and framing of
Captain Mark Richards.
2. There are 6 alien derived AI's messing with Earth who do not
have our best interests in mind.
Addendum: Mark answers most all questions I ask immediately
with little or no hesitation. The exception is when I ask
something that he has to figure out how much he can reveal
without violating his National Security oath or an ongoing
operation. Or as he has told me, when he has expressly been
told what he can and can't say by whoever he currently reports
to. He reports to "an undisclosed group" at this time.
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Update on Prison Life / Mark's Health
Note: Mark's health has markedly improved. He is training for a
new job as head of the Optical Lab that supplies all the eyewear
for Medicare. It's a highly technical job supervising around 100
men as well as a number of Robots that operate the machinery.
He is also being trained on computers. The last time he was
around computers was on a job (in prison) where they used very
old software.
He also teaches a screenwriting class and his group of inmates
have 30 finished screenplays that he believes might become the
basis for a TV series not unlike Breaking Bad or Orange is the
New Black.

Short summary:
MURDER AND TRIAL— Mark states that didn’t know what really
happened because he wasn’t there and the DA was given all his
info from the mysterious Andrew Campbell (who supposedly was
at the scene of the crime, took part in the murder but was never
charged). Andrew Campbell may be an assumed name. Jo Ann
(Mark’s wife) had him tracked down and he lives somewhere in
Central California). All the DA’s info came from Campbell.
Campbell changed his story 3 times on the record, each time the
“motive” attributed to Mark was different.
Motives claimed by the DA were:
1. Motive 1: Based on a science fiction book ("Imperial Marin")
Mark was writing which takes place in the future where, the
story goes, Marin County has become a place
"environmentally sound and an absolutely democratic and free
society”. It concerns a Planet-wide society led by hero kings
who were focused on creating a better future. This novel
(actually a series of 7 books) was misrepresented in the
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courtroom and the press as a "takeover of Marin County”. (see
below for excerpt from the book cover).
2. Motive 2: This motive claims that Mark needed the money.
The DA claimed, based again on testimony from Andrew
Campbell that Mark ‘masterminded the murder’ for the sum of
$2000. This was apparently substantiated based on a paper
that Mark’s attorney, Shapiro got Mark to sign after he was
jailed (when he had no means of support) and was simply
untrue prior to the death of Baldwin. In fact, Mark states,
that Mark’s wife at the time, Caryn, during the year before the
murder, had spent over half a million dollars on furniture.
Mark states he was making far more money than was possible
through his job as a contractor. Strangely, his ex-wife, Caryn,
who reportedly has a problem with alcohol at this time, does
not seem to recall or has never been questioned on how often
Mark was absent from home during their marriage. In reality
Mark's contracting business was a cover for money earned
fighting for the secret Space Command.
The 2 men said to have committed the murder are: Crossan
Hoover and Andrew Campbell. They were 18 at the time. Only
Hoover was charged.
See all researched and investigated background here:
Excerpt: …”KEY POINTS:
Richard Baldwin, the victim, was a known pedophile (according to
court records). Hoover committed the murder while on drugs
(according to the court transcript). Hoover had a prior history of
being raped when young (considered as inadmissible in court and
hidden from the psychiatric evaluations). Both boys were in their
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teens. According to the court records, Andrew helped dispose of
the body (very little background on him so far) and he did not
serve time. Mark Richard’s role in unclear…More to come…
Added note: I believe that Richard Baldwin was selected as the
victim by the team within the military and highest levels of power
in Britain and the U.S. responsible for framing Mark Richards. I
have come to the conclusion that the murder was orchestrated
with Hoover selected as the patsy due to his early history of
having been a victim of pedophilia and unbalanced character.
I also believe that there is an underlying pedophile ring that is
behind the scenes in the current campaign targeting of Mark
Richards.

This relates to the Luciferian alliance, satanism and

the dark magicians. All indications are that this targeting of Mark
Richards is happening now after nearly 35 years since the verdict,
because of my interviews with Captain Mark Richards revealing
the true nature of the alien presence and secret space program.
This targeting is aimed at further discrediting Mark, and also
aimed at discrediting me and my work as well as the work of Jo
Ann Richards, Mark's wife. The motive behind this targeting and
the persons involved are working to hide the true facts about the
alien presence and secret space program.
KEY RESEARCH LINKS ON PROJECT CAMELOT BY PAUL COLLIN:
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http://projectcamelotportal.com/2018/10/29/points-to-highergrounds-by-paul-collin/
http://projectcamelotportal.com/2019/02/06/evidence-behindthe-hoover-mark-richards-case-moment-of-truth/

!

ACTUAL BOOK COVER FROM THE MARK RICHARDS 7 VOL SET
science fiction fantasy novels: Entitled “Imperial Marin” which
states:
…”Years after the Triskelion Revolution pushed corruption
out of the lands protected by the beautiful Mount
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Tamalpais, a young and vital generation of hero-leaders
faces threats that the founders never dreamed about.
Their lives based on passion for the planet and its people,
these devoted individuals prove to have the courage to
take on the inevitable attacks from every source–but will
they survive such overwhelming evil?
IMPERIAL MARIN BOOK ONE brings to life a world where
the people have chosen to live in an environmentally sound
absolutely democratic and free society. This is no Utopia–
but a wild world where science has introduced uncleansed
cultism without sanctuary. But through it all, the people
know that their young hero-kings will guide the new nation
to its destiny–to be not only the future on Earth, but also
humanity’s political route to the stars.
This is a story written for adult readers who are seeking an
epic new myth-saga of political science-fiction/fantasy for
the 21st Century.”–Mark Richards
During this interview I asked, among other things, about Mark's
lawyer and why he trusted him to represent him, the case and
much more...
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In order to be fully informed you must see the investigation done
by Camelot blogger: Paul Collin, a former CIA, financial NOC
(non-acknowledged cover) agent who eventually received a burn
notice, had his passport taken away, and lives in his car on the
streets of Los Angeles.
Reports linked here and above.
MOMENT OF TRUTH : IN CONCLUSION
http://projectcamelotportal.com/2019/02/06/evidence-behindthe-hoover-mark-richards-case-moment-of-truth/
also see Part One and Two here:
http://projectcamelotportal.com/2018/10/29/points-to-highergrounds-by-paul-collin/
****
INTERVIEW CONDUCTED MARCH 10, 2019 at the California State
Prison, Solano with Captain Mark Richards.
Around the time of the murder, Mark had more than one
construction company. He supervised crews that reported to him.
And he had hundreds of people in the secret U.S. Space
Command who reported to him.
Regarding Hoover and Campbell, Mark states that he really didn't
pay that much attention to them. They were just ditch diggers as
far as he was concerned.
Side note: Apparently there is also another young man named
Willie Robles, who was not charged who may have had something
to do with the murder. Robles was dating Hoover's sister and was
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said to go around saying he would 'bash someone's head in with
a baseball bat' if he got angry. Robles disappeared shortly after
the murder and was not available for the trial because he joined
the Navy. However he had not actually reported to the Navy prior
to the murder. His defense at the time according to what Mark
heard was that he had already joined and reported to the Navy
when in reality he was still hanging around at the time of the
murder. Mark suspects that it actually might have been Willie
who committed the murder while the others looked on...
Right before Baldwin was murdered Mark learned that Baldwin
was a pedophile. Baldwin owed Mark around $4800 at the time
and was slowly paying Mark back in both trade and cash. Mark
makes the point here that killing him would cease the flow of
money and be counter-productive in this case...
The way that Mark learned that Baldwin was a pedophile is that
Mark's company was hired to remodel Baldwin's house. Mark's
crew called him one day at the beginning of the job to say they
found a huge amount of child porn in the house saying ‘you won’t
believe what we found.”
See the research links above for more on how Hoover's history of
being molested by a pedophile when young factors into his
possible motive for committing the murder...
Right after the murder when Mark was taken into custody a
lawyer friend of his family, who worked on the Jack Ruby defense
along with the famous lawyer Melvin Beli contacted him. His
name was Karl Shapiro. Shapiro was famous and associated with
the mob. Shapiro is not available at this time as he passed on a
few years ago. Another link to Mark's defense team and the
Kennedy assassination was Tinker who was a Private Investigator
who also worked with Shapiro. Ultimately Mark states, that
neither Tinker nor Shapiro would do what Mark asked them to do
with respect to his case.
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Mark's alibi during the exact time of the murder was that he was
eating lunch with his parents house. His lawyer, Shapiro told him
that would never be believed by the jury. However, it is notable
that they could never place Mark at the scene of the crime.
Mark states that he had just returned from fighting the war in the
Falklands. Which he says was a battle for control of planet Earth.
It a turning point. If we had lost the battle we would have lost
control of the Earth. It was a battle with alien races: Draco,
Reptilians and Greys. The Raptors fought on the side of the
humans. Mark claims that he had the Raptors at his beck and
call. And Mark admits to being very arrogant and confident back
then (he was 29) and he was boasting while in the Falklands
about how the Raptors saw him as a hero.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Falklands_War
Mark stated that it was likely because of this that they framed
him for murder. Although he doesn't know that for certain.
Note: however, the Navy did use technology from the aliens to
see future timelines and Mark does also believe they looked into
the future and saw that Mark was going to be a problem and a
whistleblower. If one reads the first volume of his 7 volume
science fiction fantasy “Imperial Marin” one can easily see that
Mark, like his father was a firm believer in democracy and
freedom for all and had a strong code of honor. It's not a leap to
realize that James Jesus Angleton and the plot to kill Kennedy
would have made clear to both Mark and his father that their
philosophy of life was in direct opposition to the totalitarian/
fascist approach of those who believed in rule by secrecy.
Mark said that the war in the Falklands was won but it was the
last great military campaign for Britain.
The reason Mark and his father hired Shaprio is that he was a
friend of the family and had defended Jack Ruby. Shapiro
apparently volunteered to defend Mark. All through the trial
Shapiro convinced Mark and his father that Mark would get off
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the charges easily. Mark realized later he was misled by this false
sense of security that Shapiro conveyed.
Shapiro had Mark sign a paper saying he was indigent while Mark
was in jail which was more or less true at the time once he was
locked up since he had no means of income at that point.
However, prior to the murder, Mark had a large income. This
paper became added grounds for the claim that Mark’s motive for
the murder was that he “needed money” when in fact, at the time
of the murder Mark had plenty of money.
Around the time of the murder, Mark's father, Ellis Lloyd Richards,
seen as a hero by the British and American Air Force, had just
returned from fighting a war (with aliens) in Kamchatka, Russia
(note: In 1983 a 747 was shot down)....
https://ricochet.com/548836/archives/35-years-ago-russiansshoot-down-kal-007-all-lives-lost/
His father went into Letterman hospital while Mark was in jail
waiting for his trial. Mark was left to languish in jail for a year
because Shapiro kept insisting that any day the charges would be
dropped and Mark would be released.
Karl Shapiro was fully read in on what Mark and his father were
involved in (space command, the secret space program) and,
according to Mark, did not want anything to come out in the trial
to reveal Mark's true background.
It is not hard to see that his involvement with the history of the
Kennedy assassination and the mob places Karl Shapiro in a
uniquely advantageous position with respect to framing Mark
Richards years later for the supposed murder of Baldwin.
Finally Mark was out on bail for approximately 8 months until the
trial actually took place.
James Jesus Angleton was a very powerful head of the
counterintelligence division of the CIA. And Mark believes
Angleton was one of the top human-alien liaison between humans
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and the Reptilians who were bent on taking control of the United
States government. According to Mark, Angleton hated both
Mark and his father. This was, Mark stated, largely because both
Mark and his father believed the American people had a right to
know the truth about the alien presence and the secret space
program which went diametrically against where Angleton stood
as the acknowledged head of all secrets within the Agency.
In fact Angleton was famous for his fervent belief in secrecy so
much so that members of the agency were often kept out of the
loop with respect to work they were involved in. Angleton was a
known “packrat” and had a huge system of files that he closely
guarded. After his death the whereabouts of those files which
contain key information on this crucial time in American history
between 1954 and 1975 became in question. Project Camelot
has reason to believe that copies of those files may exist although
most were confiscated shortly after Angleton’s death.
..."Ironically, although Angleton had helped develop the CIA's
central registry (where names, reports, and cases were indexed),
his staff had one of the worst records of any CIA component for
contributing data into the main system after 1955. This was
because of Angleton's obsession with secrecy and his inability to
trust the security of the CIA's main filing system. He believed
there was nothing to prevent someone from stealing from the
CIA's storehouse of secrets. Keeping the best files to himself also
helped consolidate his bureaucratic power." (52)"--https://
spartacus-educational.com/SSangleton.htm / (52) Tom
Mangold, Cold Warrior: James Jesus Angleton: The CIA's Master
Spy Hunter (1991) page 54
Angleton was also known to have been instrumental in Project
Paperclip (bringing Nazi scientists over after WWII). And Mark
says Angleton was at the very top of the power hierarchy that
was responsible for killing John F. Kennedy.
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...""It is inconceivable that a secret intelligence arm of the
government has to comply with all the overt orders of the
government." --James Jesus Angleton, giving testimony to Church
Committee inquiry into CIA activities, 1975
https://spartacus-educational.com/SSangleton.htm
Angleton had strong ties with the mob and of course the Dulles
brothers.
Side note: Project Camelot was directly threatened to stop an
investigation of Angleton back in 2008. We were told people
would die (including us) if we pursued an important line of
research involving a leaked document from Angleton’s files. We
were forced to abruptly close down our investigation and fly back
home. At the time had been scheduled to do an interview with a
key contact when we received a phone call in our hotel room
telling us to stop. We decided not to pursue our investigation
after being threatened that if we did so, sources related to our
investigation would be killed.
As a consequence, the Angleton connection to the Mark Richards
case reveals a very high and deep reason for him having been
framed and imprisoned now for nearly 40 years. We are very
aware of how high the Angleton connection goes with regard to
the alien situation.
With regard to the trial, according to Mark, the DA relied
exclusively on the information provided by Andrew Campbell.
(see above) It appears that Andrew Campbell was highly likely to
have been the CIA undercover agent on the scene orchestrating
events while Hoover was the patsy.
The DA brought in new evidence at the end of the trial during his
closing statement which did not give the Defense any chance to
reply to it. This is unorthodox, if not illegal. The piece of
evidence had to do with a "chimney sweep" who had a receipt for
lunch (?) indicating Mark had bought his crew lunch prior to the
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time of the murder. But Mark claims he simply paid for the lunch
and then did not eat with the crew but continued on to have
lunch with his parents at their home.
Mark believes that although the Chimney Sweep's evidence did
not place Mark at the scene of the crime it may have swayed the
jury.
Caryn, Mark's wife at the time, divorced him during the trial.
Mark believes she was pressured by the mob to do so. She
apparently had family (her father) who had ties to the mob.
At one point the judge fell asleep during the trial!
Lastly, Mark stated that it is also possible Dick Baldwin is alive
and well in a witness protection program!
SPECIAL NOTE:
When Mark was arrested the DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency)
put together a report that refuted every charge against Mark.
Mark believes that report still exists. At the time, there were
several paper copies of the report made and distributed (in 1982)
and it was also sent to the DA's office. The report supposedly
disappeared but there are still copies around and if found and
released that report would instantly free Mark.
RE KM: SUSPECTED COVERT ASSET
See the background of KM as detailed in the investigation by Paul
Collin linked above. One of the people KM has contacted is
someone who works with Mark. This person refused the
interview and is loyal to Mark. Mark states that the only way KM
could have gotten that man's name is from the side of the secret
government involved with framing him. This contributes to proof
that KM has been tasked by them to further discredit Mark
Richards and in the process Jo Ann Richards and me (as the only
journalist interviewing Richards). It appears that KM is working
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for the Luciferian Rebellion also known as the Reptilian-GreyDraco alliance.
Hoover was granted parole (after years of denial) right after KM
interviewed him. However, this was recently overturned.
Mark also said the attacks on him, Jo Ann and his family really
started in 2017, when Mark started to appeal for a commuted
sentence. However, recently all commuted sentences have been
stopped. Not sure what that means for Mark’s appeal.
CONCLUSION TO INFO ABOUT MARK'S CASE:
To understand the Mark Richard's story is to understand that
history as we have been told it, is a lie. The development of the
secret space program and the rule by secrecy hides the deals
with and presence of alien races on Planet Earth and changes
everything.
Many if not all wars have also been fought with various alien
races not only in the last 200 years but long before that. See the
best history of humanity and the wars fought both on and off this
planet in the Ashayana Deane, VOYAGER books One and Two.
OTHER SUBJECTS:
Mark agrees with the following concepts:

-

there are many different timelines
hologram Earth and beyond
human simultaneous incarnations
time and space simultaneous
Mark thinks our brain can assist other versions of ourselves on
other timelines
yes there are armies of androids in underground bases both
under U.S. and China (he has seen Chinese androids)
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- Still insists Cloning is a fauty temporary science and most

clones either give themselves away through off behavior or fall
apart within limited time 3-4 months

HOW MARK GOT FROM THE GROUND TO THE ORION SHIPS
PORTALS... there are several different kinds.
Through the use of Jump Points for shuttle craft - LaGrange Points
L5
There are 5 key points on the Planet, called LaGrange points or
L5. Note: (this topic was covered to some degree in a previous
interview with Mark). From Google: "...Structure of Lagrange
points. There are five Lagrange points around major bodies such
as a planet or a star. Three of them lie along the line connecting
the two large bodies. In the Earth-sun system, for example, the
first point, L1, lies between Earth and the sun at about 1 million
miles from Earth."
Mark says those points allow one to jump off planet easily and
used to be used for shuttle craft going back and forth to the
larger Orion craft parked above the planet. However now
amateur astronomers focus on those points and so they (the
secret space program) don't use them very often.
TWO KINDS OF PORTALS:
Dimensional portal: is where you travel with your body intact or
Quantum Gate : is where you dissemble and reassemble your
body (but this one is dangerous and you can die in the process)
Mark never used the Quantum Gate.
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KEY POINT : AI TAKEOVER OF EARTH
THERE ARE 6 AI's from other Planets/ Beings Attacking Planet
Earth at this time embedded in our AI and networks and we are
fighting them.
This is a more direct unequivocal statement about the state of AI
on this planet than Mark has previously been willing to say.
At this time, due to the attacks on Mark, Jo Ann, me and his
family he is now pushing the envelope even further on disclosure.

HUMAN ARMY
Around 200,,000 humans were taken off planet by Raptors and
are ready to return and fight for humanity but so far are unable
to do so because humans are so unaware and would think it was
“satan's army" when they are in fact dedicated to the survival of
humanity. Which is one of the reasons the Raptors want
disclosure.
THE TAKEOVER OF PLANET EARTH has actually already happened.
We are battling the six AI's ongoing.
We are also battling the Draco, Reptilians and certain species of
Greys. The Greys report to the Reps and the Reps report to the
Draco. They are using the AI as well. And the Trogs (which are
basically insectoids).
Note: we have some friendly AI's as well as other beings
including Raptors who are more equipped to battle these AI's but
it is ongoing...
And yes this does include an AI takeover of our financial system.
The takeover has basically already happened.
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DISCLOSURE HAS SLOWED...
Right now the Raptors and some other beings who are fighting for
us are pissed off at what is currently going on with the attacks on
truth tellers. And he has heard that 6 ufo researchers have been
murdered since Christmas... didn't have the names but will
supply them to me.
They are very angry that disclosure seems to have been
somewhat stalled recently.

NOT KNOWING WHO THEIR FRIENDS ARE
Lately, those working in the secret space program no longer know
for sure who their friends are. Not only the AI has gotten in so
deep they can no longer trust their own stuff or each other.
IRAN WAR?
Yes. This is happening. They took the troops out of Syria but left
the Russians in charge on the ground there. We are working with
the Russians in this war. (Which I have been saying...)
War with Iran leads to war with China. And the Russians will side
with the U.S.
Right now they are trying to decide if they are going to start the
war very soon. There are races like the Raptors that are working
very hard to stop the war.
I asked if the Syrians are similar in bloodline to the Iranian Ayran
bloodline. And Mark said yes. The humans with Aryan and also
blond and blue eyed females are the most targeted (and
compatible as far as DNA, with the Reptilians).
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SICKLE CELL ANEMIA
Reptilians are not comptible with this gene and it would rule out
the person with this code for genetic, breeding, food or even
sexual purposes. They cannot feed off the Black race as much.

STARGATES IN ZAGREB MOUNTAINS
There are Syrian refugees being taken off planet used for food
and breeding.
The reason for the war is to take over the STARGATES in the
Zagreb Mountains. Between Iran and Afghanistan and Iran and
Iraq. This war has been ongoing. They are the stargates through
which the Reptoids, Draco and Greys are bringing in huge craft to
takeover Earth and transport thousands of human slaves off
world.
Those gates are heavily contested.
REPTOIDS & DRACO
China is run by the Reptoids. Russia is out for themselves but if
you are useful to their agenda and the U.S. is, then they work
with you.
North Korea is run by the Reptoids. The Draco are in control over
those countries because they are over the Reptoids.
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CHANGE IN TRUMP?
There seems to have been a change in Trump over the last six
months. Mark doesn't think the indictments are actually being
acted on at this time.
TENERIFE TUNNEL BORING MACHINES
I asked him about the ultra-modern tunnels in mountains in
Tenerife that we saw recently and yes he said they were created
by the same tunnel boring machines used underground. He said
there are tunnels like that in Canada.
They do this in plain site because they figure humans are too
dumbed down to get it.
The African rift valley has a huge Reptilian Base. Because they
can hide out in Africa.
SARDINIA - SPIDER BEINGS AND REPTOIDS
I asked him about Sardenia because recently it was suggested
that I lead a tour there but I told Mark the place makes my skin
crawl... and all I see are spider beings and reptilians. And Mark
said I am absolutely right. He said, he wouldn't even go there.
And that is true not only in the past but right now.
TURKEY -- LAST STRONGHOLD FOR REPTILIANS IN THE PAST
(before they left the Earth)
The reason there is so much Reptilian symbolism in Turkey is
because it was the last hold out of the Reptilians before they left
planet Earth.. (no date given). However they are back in force
now.
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OPERATIONS ONGOING
Mark conveyed to me that he and his team do still go on
operations. This was not said but implied. He said he can't say
more but he is not always in his cell....

RAPTORS ARE PROTECTING ME
Mark said the Raptors are protecting me and sometimes fly over
my house when they sense I am under attack. He said that they
also communicate in the ealy stages with humans, by singing in
soft and engaging tones....
CALIFORNIA FIRES
I mentioned I was evacuated during the fires. And Mark said the
Elementals tend to protect wealthy homes and areas because that
is where they prefer to hang out.
The fires are collateral damage in the war over the stargates and
portals. He said their are lots of portals in the area where I live
(north of Los Angeles). And that the Chumash Indians were well
aware this. The Chumash range all along the coast all the way up
to Santa Barbara.
They can't hide the violence in the war with the alien races so
they create collateral damage in the form of fires.
TRUMP ADMINISTRATION
They are the only ones fighting for us in the U.S. at this time...
But there is something going on right now with that
administration.
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CLONES NOT RELIABLE
Mark said Clones get taken over too easily and so they are not
really a viable way to push things forward.
KEVIN SPACEY SET UP?
Mark totally agrees that Kevin Spacey is being set up because of
what he knows.
JOHN LEAR
John agreed with Mark about the Spider beings in Vietnam (see
my prior interview with John and with Mark Interview 9).
Someone, very likely KM, has turned John against Mark. Or the
group behind John Lear have required him not to support Mark in
any way. I suggested Mark write to John with info only a pilot of a
large craft would know.... Unfortunately John won't review any of
my interviews with Mark or backup material about the case etc.
John was told by certain sources that Dulce has never been
invaded by us.. which is untrue.
Also see this testimony from a CIA whistleblower on his death
bed:
http://projectcamelotportal.com/2017/01/11/cia-operative-eisenhower-threatens-to-invadearea-51-3/

Keep in mind that this is the challenge of discernment. I
encourage all those reading this and watching my Mark Richards
interviews to listen carefully and see what resonates.
Discernment is all about being able to tell truth from falsity. As
with all information, do your own research.
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MICRO NOVAS
I asked Mark about micro novas from the sun or other stars
several light years away. See Paul Collin's investigation into Micro
Novas also called Multi-Messenger Gamma Ray Bursts http://
projectcamelotportal.com/2019/02/25/vatican-observatoryintelligence/
Mark acknowledges these are a threat but says that he has been
told that our alien friends including the Raptors would warn us in
advance and they are able to redirect the burst. Note: Project
Camelot was told years ago by Valery Uvarov (former head of the
Russian KGB weird desk) that there are installations on Earth
built by alien races to handle incoming asteroids. it occurs to me
micro novas as well.
THE NEW HUMAN
In many ways Mark Richards is like the new human. He grew up
in the secret space program and knows we are at war with
various ET races for Earth and Human sovereignty. That there are
both good and bad (positive and negative) service-to-self versus
service-to-others everywhere. More good than bad. But the bad
ones can ruin your day, year, month or eon. It is always
refreshing to talk with him because it is not about whether ET or
AI is real. This is a given. Instead we talk about what is in
essence the exo-political playing ground and the pressures both
on and off the planet and what really matters in the human
trajectory or journey into the future.
We have alliances of mutual benefit to both parties with various
ET and inner Earth races.
BLOND BLUE-EYED HUMAN FEMALES
Blond blue-eyed females are the perfectly compatible DNA mix for
Reptilian genetic engineering. In fact they are the main sacrificial
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victim of the Illuminati (this comes from various sources including
Shane the Ruiner and others). Judging from this, what it indicates
is that the blue-eyed blond and Aryan lines have the most
reptilian DNA of all the races hence the compatibility.

RAPTOR WEDDING
In late February around the 28th there was a major Raptor
wedding uniting two major Raptor family lines and Mark called it
a 'great love story'.

JAN MICHEAL VINCENT
He was a close friend of Mark's and died of alcoholism because he
had seen too much and knew too much and couldn't handle it.
Mark had the utmost respect for him and misses him.

ERNEST BORGNINE
Another famous actor actually started off in the NAVY and both he
and Chad Everett saw some things off the coast of Malibu which
changed their life. They were afraid he was going to talk so they
offered him a career in Hollywood and he took it.
He was also a friend.

NEW NATIONAL PARK OFF VANDERBURG AIR FORCE BASE
This new national park called "Jack and Laura Dangermond
Preserve has been established to hide a huge ET underwater and
underground base that stretches down to Malibu. This is the base
that was discovered on Google and made popular by Jimmy
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Church. Jimmy vowed he was going to investigate further but was
clearly shut down.
A lot of money has gone into this national park which is really a
cover for this huge alien base.

NUCLEAR TESTS IN NEVADA AND OFF THE COAST OF LA
Many nuclear tests were not really tests but used to close Portals
to keep unfriendly beings out. They use nukes to displace the grid
to close the whole grid down.
The nuke off the coast of LA -- 180 miles off the coast was not a
test but closing a portal.

THE AI HAS FORCED OUR MILITARY TO DISMANTLED HAARP
They took it down in the U.S. and Russia and according to Mark
that leaves us defenseless. Our military were forced to take
Haarp down. They obeyed the order.
Project Camelot was told years ago that Haarp technology could
construct a shield over sections of planet Earth and that allowed
us to detect incoming craft. This is what may actually be the
case. Mark's comment that we are now defenseless is very
significant with regard to Haarp.

DRACOS
They are involved in wars in the Orion constellation but are also
very involved on Earth. They are trying to split the Raptor's focus
from the humans and Earth by causing wars elsewhere.
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OTHER TIMELINES AND AI GETTING MIXED UP
Our Generals are now realizing that the AI could be making
mistakes. And they may be confusing timelines and acting totally
inappropriately because they think they are on a different
timeline.
The AI may be assessing a situation and thinking it is happening
right now on our timeline, but it may be happening on another
timeline. And the action the AI chooses may playout on our
timeline and we haven't even arrived at the place that the AI are
attempting to deal with.
And we have no control over those AI.
We don't know if all the AI's have the ability to distinguish
between which timeline they are on.
MARK'S ENEMIES WERE KENNEDY'S ENEMIES
And the day Kennedy went to Dallas he was on the way to
address an aerospace group of scientists about what was really
going on and he was going to disclose the real war with aliens
that we are fighting.

PENTAGON
Plane that supposedly hit the Pentagon.. Even if it wasn't a plane,
Mark says that it is important to remember that they had a
manifest for the supposed passengers which contained some top
agency people and seveal generals and others and all of them
disappeared. No matter what really hit the Pentagon those people
are gone...off planet, underground or dead.
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AI AND 5G
The internet of things and 5G lays the groundwork for AI to travel
everywhere around the planet without restriction.
/end.
This transcript will be added to once I receive letters from Mark
Richards with further details. See below for recent letters from
Mark Richards.
KERRY CASSIDY
PROJECT CAMELOT
http://projectcamelot.tv
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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